Can you spot the risks
lurking inside Risk Mart?
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At Great American Specialty E&S, we can help you find potential product
risks that could cause bodily injury or property damage. Take a look at
the lurking dangers throughout the departments in Risk Mart – are your
customers protected?
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Cosmetics
Eye shadow caused a young woman’s
face to break out in an itchy rash.
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Toys
The blade on a remote control airplane
cut a boy’s eye.
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Home Goods
A coffee maker leaked, causing
water damage to a home.

Home Health Aids
Pain relief ointment caused a
rash to break out on a woman’s
arm after she applied it to a cut.

Baby Products
A hinge on a collapsible stroller trapped
and cut a toddler’s finger.

Lawn & Garden
After her new lawnmower jammed, the
owner tried clearing it and severed two
of her fingers in the process.
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Cleaning Products
Rug cleaner used after a grape
juice spill removed the stain but
discolored the carpet.
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Auto Parts
Contaminated motor oil
clogged a car engine, causing
performance issues.
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Electronics
A phone caught fire while on its charger
as a result of a power surge.
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Sporting Goods
A bike fork broke, causing a rider to
fall off their bike, which resulted in a
brain injury.
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Hardware
A chainsaw malfunctioned, causing
a homeowner to seriously cut his
arm while cutting down a tree.
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Furniture
A chair broke when a guest sat on it,
causing her to suffer a back injury.
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These are just a few of the many scenarios that may lead to a products claim.
For more information, contact your Great American Specialty E&S underwriter today!

